contingent derivatives of the rules1. We can introduce the subset of discriminating controls which allow the players to associate to any control v played by the second player a t least a control u such that (u, v) is playable.
A P , Q ( x ,~, Y , v ) := { U E U ( t ,~,~) ; ( u , v ) E RP,Q(x,~,Y) ) We also introduce the pure control map BpVQ which allows the first player to choose a control u such that (u, v) is playable for any v E V(t, x, y).
Before going further, it may be use ful to relate these concepts t o IsaacsHamilton-Jacobi equations.
Next, we adress the question of general pursuit games. A pursuer wants to catch an invader. Of course the meaning of "to catch" will depend on each example, but, generally, it means t o be near enough as we shall see in the construction of the playability domains. At the beginning, we shall write a condition of playability for the famous R. Isaacs problem: The target and its guardian.
We solve the case of certain capture with playability rules of the form:
P ( t , y) = y + y(t)C and Q(x,t) = a: -y(t)C
We then apply this to affine differential games:
The regula.tion map of this game will be conducted in an example.
'Let us recall the contingent cone at x to a subset K: V t E (0, TI x(t) E P(t, ~( t ) ) and ~( t ) E Q(x(t),t) So we can define a playability t u b e :
TK ( t )
For any (xo, to, yo), let's also introduce the solution map S(xo, to, yo) of solutions to (1) starting on (x0,yo) at to. Now, we always assume that the playability domain is non empty and that graphs of P and Q are closed.
We need a suitable definition of playability: 
Before writting our first proposition, let us assume that:
2) f and g are continuous with linear growth and are afFine with respect to u and v
ii) The 
T~r a p h q ( x * t , y ) -T (~r a p~-l ) ) 
R e m a r k -The transversality condition is assumed because it is useful to separate the rules following way:
It is an obvious consequence of (2.3). 
The system now becomes: 
H(x,s, y) n TK(x, S, y) # 0 with K := GraphQ n G r a p h P 1
According to the definition of the transversality and the contingent derivative, it is possible to write:
With the expression of H we have proved the previous proposition .
R e m a r k -In some particular cases, we can compute directly the contingent cone TGraphQ GraphP-], without assuming the transversality condition. In fact, very often it is more simple to write TGraphQnGraph(P-l) for instance when it is impossible to separate the constraints sets of the two players (see further the example of pursuit game with certain capture).
We need to choose controls satisfying the previous proposition. For that purpose, let us define the retroaction rules C and D acting on the controls: Definition 2.5 Xavier's retroaction rule b the set-valued map :
and Yves's retroaction rule is the set-valued map:
These maps allow to replace the initial differential game by a game on controls parametrized by the state and the rules through the following regulation map. With these retroaction rules, we can define subsets in which it is possible to choose playable controls, discriminating controls, pure controls, respectively.
Definition 2.6
We associate with the retroaction rules C and D the regulation map R of playable controls defined by:
The discriminating set valued map :
A P , Q (~,~, Y , v )
The set valued map B:
The concept of playable rules:(P and Q are playable if:)
Let's remark that RpVg is the set of fixed-points to the set valued map
An obvious consequence of these definition is the easy result:
Corollary 2.7 If the domain3 of the retroaction rules are equal to the control set valued map3 U and V, then the con~traint set and the regulation set are nonempty.
It can, then, be useful to translate the viability conditions of the game to Isaacs-Hamilton-Jacobi contingent equations2. Playability can be expressed by an Isaacs Hamilton Jacobi equation thanks to contingent epiderivatives.Consequently,let us recall the definition of the contingent. epiderivative of V at x in the direction v :
or in shorter way:
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.9 The regulation map i~ nonempty if and only if:
ii) if T < m
Here, the rules are characterized by indicators functions of their graphs W p WQ.
Proof -It is only the translation of (2.4), if we notice that: 
To proceed further, it is convenient to write the differential game in a more compact form. The state ( z , y ) is now z E X x Y and this system includes the playability rules in the set valued maps U and V:
This is given by the following equations with the single valued map h(t, z, u , v ) describing the evolution:
with constraints:
We assume that: Under assumptions (6), we can write the Haddad's contingent condition for the game playability:
We can, then, translate this viability condition into the following IsaacsHamilton-Jacobi contingent equation:
In the same way, we can associate to the control system four IsaacsHamilton-Jacobi contingent equations. ' 9 
T ] @(t, z ( t ) ) 5 @(s, z )
Remark -If @ = maxw,,w, the case a means that Dom(@) = K is a playability tube; the game has the playability property. In the case /3, K is an invariant tube; the game has the winnability property. 
Let be:
First, it's convenient to notice the following Lemma. 
Some applications to pursuit Games:
Let us study some cases to which we can apply last results:
The target guardian problem.
[see Isaacs 1.9 p.181 We consider a game between a guardian (Xavier) and an invader (Yves). The guardian's task is to guarantee that no one can go near some target (a set C ) and the invader has the opposite goal. The guardian's coordinates are z and, his opponent's coordinates are y. The evolution of the state (2, y) is given by equations (1). If the distance between Yves's state and C is lower than I(.) the invader wins; if the distance between Xavier's state and Yves's state is lower than w(.) the Guardian wins. These cases determinate the end of the game. We can write this, using a viability tube, in the following way:
We immediately give a viability condition for this system: 
Before prooving this proposition let's write the following proposition for tangent cones calculus, it is an obvious consequence of (corollary 4-1 in [I] ). Let be : A(x, y, t) := (I, IIx -~J J '
The map A is obviously C1 (because w and 1 are C1 too) and
As w(t) and l(t) are nonnegative, VA(x, y,t) is surjective and we can apply (3.2): Consequently:
R e m a r k -In the case i , for instance, the condition means that if Xavier is near the prey, the game will be playable if and only if the relative velocity v j -v j has with the vector y2 an angle less than or equal to 90".
Here, it's easier to compute directly the cone, without separating rules. Now, with these formulas, it will be possible to choose open loop and closed loop controls, in practical cases.
Pursuit game with certain capture:
Let us consider a pursuit between two players, Xavier the pursuer and Yves the quarry. We know that the evader can escape from Xavier if he is far enough : outside of a set which may depend on time (this is realistic, for example Xavier can have less and less energy in a two planes pursuit). We shall study the case with a certain capture. For this, let's introduce a set C of final states and a single valued map cp(t) which defines a tube. Players have to move in this tube. Here, for sake of simplicity let's assume that the end time T = oo. This is not very important because we can always modify the function 9 such that it is constant (=I) as soon as t 2 T.
The viability constraint is then:
A reasonable assumption is to have cp larger than or equal to 1 and C1 differentiable. V t E R+ V(x,y) E K(t) 3 (u,v) such that:
P r o o f -We can calculate in fact the contingent derivative of the tube thanks to (3.2). As GraphP-I = GraphQ the consequence (4) of the transversality is satisfied.
In fact, here: GraphK = A-'(C) with A(t, x, y) := 3 a C1 differentiable function. Hence :
In fact, VA(x, y, t) is surjective because y > 1 and we can use (3.2). D
We study more concrete cases:
For instance, in R3, if C = { x / llxll < 1 ) this equation can easily be interpreted:
It means that there is an angle less than 9 0 ' between the vector y 5 and
Very often, it is necessary to specify the function cp , for instance a "good one" is :
and, of course we should be able to choose a and b allowing the pursuit is possible for every pair of controls (u, v) just solving (if f := u and g := v) :
This is not very useful because this condition is depending on time, we shall try, now, t o have a condition independent on time. A way to do this is to determinate all suitable functions cp(.) to describe the tube K(t). Let 's find such functions solving the following system :
In this case, it means that Let us study a case when f and g have explicit forms.
3.3
An affine differential pursuit game:
3.3.1 General case:
We are in the case when two players act on the same state z ( . ) . The first player tries to brake the system and the second player tries to accelerate it by using two controls u and v . The evolution of the system is given by the following differential equation:
( t ) i i ) u ( t ) E U ( t , z ( t ) ) v ( t ) E V ( t , ~( t ) )
The goal is to drive the system near a given target C. Consequently, let us consider the following constraints: whenever z E e-At(r + C )
2), the necessary and sufficient condition of playability is:
V Z E K ( t ) 3 ( u , v ) E U ( t , z ) x V ( t , z ) / A z -u + v E D K ( t , z ) ( l )
But, we know that (thanks to (3.2) ):
And we can notice that:
is obviously always surjective. Hence:
We can write the discriminating set valued map:
Now, let us apply this proposition t o the following example:
3.3.2
A n e x a m p l e i n a t w o dimensional space:
As we just saw: Let us consider a two player pursuit game in which one player has to catch the other one in a finite time. The evolution of the game is governed by (1).
For this, let us introduce a constraint function w ( -) which is the largest possible distance between the two players at time t . Let us consider the end time T as a variable related to t . Hence, we can write a condition for the existence of solutions to this game. Then solutions have to belong to :
With the following assumption on w : V s S O w(s) = 0 and V s w ( s ) > O It means that the distance between two players is equal to zero after capture.
We need another assumption because the two players coordinates do not have to change after Xavier has caught Yves. Consequently f and g are such that:
V z E X f ( . , z , z , . ) = 0 V z E X g ( . , z , z , . ) = O It means that as soon as z = y (the capture) the system does not evolve, forever the state will remain constant forever.
The set { ( z , y ) / z = y) x R+ x R+ is a viability tube of the game. -(a + P)))x -yll + w(T -t)wl(T -t) 5 0 i.e cr + P > wl(T -t)
This condition means that the two players have to move fader than the "slope " of the tube when they are on its boundary.
